
TERMS & CONDITIONS OF  “NAVY ZOUK” 2020 DANCE FESTIVAL 
 

Terms and Conditions is addressed to everybody who will be present in the location of the festival during                  
the Festival. 
Each person participating in  the festival is obligated to comply with the provisions of these Regulations. 
The purpose of the Regulations is to ensure order and security of the festival and to regulate the rights                   
and obligations of the festival participants regarding the purchase of the admission ticket. 
 
 
1. Organizers: 
Festival’s organizer is “Salsowisko.pl Anna Grzybowska” located in ul.Obrońców Westerplatte 25/9 in            
Gdańsk  
www.navyzouk.pl  
 
2. Date and place of the event : 
20-24 August 2020 
Sala Koncertowa Portu Gdynia (Concert Hall of the Port of Gdynia) 
Rotterdamska 9 Street, building of ZMPG S.A.,Gdynia  
 
3. Events objectives: 

- Integration of dance community through dance workshops and spending time together 
- Popularization of dance as a form of sport and active recreation (leisure) 
- Popularization of dance culture 
- Improving the participants' physical condition 

 
4. Organization Bureau: 
festival coordinator: Salsowisko.pl Anna Grzybowska,  
Mail: team@navyzouk.pl  
 
5. Notions used in Terms and Conditions: 

- “Pass” indicates an individual (i.e. only for one person) entry ticket that will be exchanged to a                 
festival band by the organizer upon arrival to the festival location. 

- “Festival Band” indicates identification tag (a wristband) given by the organizer to the owner of the                
pass upon the first arrival to the festival location; The identification tag will have a form of a band                   
placed on hand in such a way that it can be worn throughout the duration of the festival in pattern                    
set by the Organizer. Only one person can use one identification tag. Lack of a wristband results                 
in no possibility to participate in the festival. 

- "Festival Area" indicates rooms in the building of the Port of Gdynia S.A. at 9 Rotterdamska                
Street 

- "Participant" indicates an adult who participates in the festival after registration, payment of an              
admission fee and having a wristband. 

- "Fullpass" indicates a ticket for the daytime part and the evening part of the festival. The daytime                 
part allows the participant to participate in dance workshops. The evening part allows the              
participant to participate in additional dance workshops (so-called sport and dance practice).            
Fullpass consists of Extrapass and Workshoppas. 

- “Extrapass" indicates a ticket to the evening part of the festival. The evening part allows               
participation in additional workshops under the guidance of instructors. Instructors will be            
available to answer participants' questions, help them to perform dance exercises correctly and             
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will check participants' dance levels as well as will suggest opportunities for improvement when              
they see the need. 

- "Workshoppass" indicates an admission ticket to the daytime part of the festival. The daytime part               
allows to participate in dance workshops in the festival area. 

 
6. Terms of registration and participation: 

- To participate in the festival it is necessary to register via the registration form  
( https://forms.gle/468CqSVRGUy9h1iC9 ) and to pay for the ticket in accordance with the             
information from point 7 

- By signing up for classes / workshops during the festival the participant is aware of his own state                  
of health and physical condition and takes part in classes at his own risk. The organizers will not                  
take responsibility for the injuries of the participants during the festival. 

 
7. Conditions of buying a ticket: 

- After completing the form the participant will receive informations with the account number for the               
bank transfer for the selected ticket option 

- Ticket prices are available on the website www.navyzouk.pl 
- Due to the policy of maintaining equal gender ratio among participants, the organizers reserve the               

right to suspend entries for a given sex for a selected form of tickets and to create a waiting list  
- Payments for the festival will be available only by transfers to a bank account. 
- Payments and registration can be stopped up to two weeks before the festival. 
- After the payment transfer, the organizers will not be sending emails with confirmation of the               

payment made; making the transfer preceded by the consent for registration is tantamount to              
receiving the ticket 

- At the participant's request we can send a VAT invoice by email after providing us with the                 
needed invoice details 
 

8. Conditions for receiving the identification tag and entering the event: 
- At the first entry to the festival area, the participant will be given a wristband, which he/she is                  

obliged to wear on a wrist throughout the time of staying at the festival 
- The band will be given after checking the identity - you will need to show your ID card, passport                   

or driving license 
 

9. Conditions of resignation from participation: 
- The organizer informs that it is not possible to refund money for a ticket if the participant resigns                  

from participation after paying for it 
- Until 14.08.2020, it will be possible to rename the ticket for another participant after contacting the                

organizer by email, keeping the same ticket form (fullpass for fullpass, extrapass for extrapass).              
In the first place the organizer will take into account the people on the waiting list. 

- The person who will take part in exchange for the resigning participant is obliged to complete the                 
registration form ( https://forms.gle/468CqSVRGUy9h1iC9 ) with mentioning in the comments          
from whom the change was made.  

 
10. Organizational matters: 

- The transmission of the wristbands before and during the festival will take place in the place                
appointed by the organizer in times announced to the participants before the festival itself. 

- The organizer is not responsible for the items left on the site 
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- In the case of suspicion of providing incorrect data or giving the band to an unauthorized person,                 
the organizer reserves the right to inspect the documents confirming identity and if irregularities              
are found - to remove the person from the event area and to refuse the right to participate in other                    
events created by the organizer.  

- It is forbidden to use props, pyrotechnics and substances that may pose a threat to participants or                 
contaminate or damage fixed assets on the festival grounds. 

- Failure to meet the conditions of the regulations deprives the participant of the festival the               
possibility of further participating in it. 

- The schedule of the festival will be given on the festival’s website until the day of the event. 
- The organizer reserves the right to record the course of the festival for the purposes of promotion,                 

documentation and festival advertising during subsequent editions of the festival. The image of             
people staying at the festival can be recorded and disseminated for documentary, reporting,             
advertising and promotional purposes in accordance with the law rules relating to the             
dissemination of images in photographs and/or films (audiovisual works) posted on the internet             
on social networks (image as an element of the background/whole fixed plan) in particular. The               
participant of the festival, deciding to participate in the festival, agrees to record and exploit his                
image in accordance with the above. 

- The organizer informs that people staying at the festival will be in the zone of loud sounds that                  
can damage their hearing. Thus, the participant decides to participate voluntarily when deciding             
to participate. 

- The organizer reserves the right to contact participants by email or phone to provide better quality                
of services, provide security or provide new information about the event 

- Dance workshops will be conducted in English 
- Matters not included in the regulations are settled by the organizer 

 
11. Regulations related to the epidemiological situation: 

- The organizer provides security measures related to current laws and regulations 
- The participant undertakes to comply with the provisions of Polish law in force in Poland on the                 

days of the festival 
- In connection with the current pandemic situation, the participant participates in the event at his               

own risk 
- The organizer is not responsible for any illnesses of participants potential caught at the event 
- Participant participating in the event undertakes the responsibility to monitor his health and in              

case of fever, cough, infection symptoms he shall inform the organizers about this fact 
- People with fever, coughs or signs of infection will not be allowed into the festival area or, if these                   

symptoms appear during the event, they will be isolated from other participants 
- People with positive 'covid-19' results or people undergoing quarantine will not be admitted to the               

festival area 
- The participant is obliged to inform the organizers if he would receive a positive 'covid-19' test                

within 14 days after the end of the event 
- The participant undertakes to provide the organizer with contact details for one month 
- If concerned about your health or unable to come to the event, the participant may transfer the                 

ticket to the future edition of the event, after informing the organizer by 10 August 2020 
 
12. Regulations of GDPR: 
Are available on www.navyzouk.pl 
 
13. Events outside the organizer's control: 
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- The organizer reserves the right to change the instructors, DJs and event program in case of                
random events 

- In the case of unlikely necessity to cancel the event, due to the situation beyond our control, the                  
organizer will refund for the paid tickets. The organizer, however, does not bear financial              
responsibility for the travel costs, accommodation or other expenses paid by the participant 

 
14. Final decisions: 

- The organizer is not responsible for the effects of Force Majeure. 
- These Regulations are available: on the festival’s website www.navyzouk.pl and at the            

information desk at the festival. 
- The correspondence to the organizer is to be sent by email to the address provided in point 4. 
- Security and Information Services as well as the Port Fire Brigade may issue their own safety and                 

fire protection instructions in accordance with applicable law. 
- In matters not regulated in the regulations the provisions of applicable law in the territory of the                 

Republic of Poland shall apply. 
- The Terms and Conditions enter into force on June 27, 2020. 
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